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Attractions,
opportunities
expected for
downtown
By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
University and city officials have
often expressed the hope that redevelopment will attract SJSU students and staff to downtown San
Jose.
As officials gathered for the
grand opening of the San Jose Con% ention Center Thursday. this sentiment was again brought up.
"I think this is a win-win situation," said SJSU President Gail
Fullerton at the opening ceremonies
for the $143 million facility.
The center will bring a flood of
expositions, conferences and conventions to the SJSU community
which students, staff and faculty
members will be able to take ’advantage of.
One SJSU professor is already
planning to hold a national association meeting at the center in May
1990, Fullerton said.
The Convention Center will provide greater employment opportunities for SJSU students who are close
to the university. Fullerton said.
Mayor Tom McF.nery also
pointed out that SJSU students will
soon he able to take advantage of
the new Children’s Discovery Museum, the Museum of Art and the
Technology Museum, all of which
are currently under construction.
"There’ll be a lot things there
that (students) will be interested
in," McEnery said.
Already students, faculty and
staff members are venturing downtown to visit nightclubs, see movies
and browse at the new Downtown
Pavilion Shops.
Before and during the construction caused by redevelopment,
downtown was rarely viewed by
students as a shopping or entertainment center.

’It’s showtime’ in downtown San Jose
Convention Center opens with style, protest
as officials praise downtown redevelopment

’VC

By Shelby Grad
Daily staff writer
Thousands of people celebrated
ft
the opening of the San Jose Convention Center Thursday. hailed as
the "jewel in the crown" of the
city’s multi -million dollar downtown redevelopment effort.
The opening included speeches
from local political leaders, the unveiling of a massive tile mural at the
’or a p ariy to open 1 V.
entrance and a tour of the facility.
The Convention Center is crucial
iU7intenter while people 01(
to San Jose because the facility is
expected to generate millions of
:f;‘, 011C1 Hun9rI
dollars in tax revenues for city sets ices such as police protection.
"This is one step in the total rennaissance of our new downtown,"
proclaimed Vice Mayor Blanca Alvarado as she opened the ceremonies.
However. symbols of the city’s
ongoing problems surrounded the
grand and sparkling Convention
Center.
In the background was the closed
St. Claire Hotel, which was never
Doug Duran Daily staff photographer able to generate enough business to
stay atloat downtown.
Homeless protest in front of the Convention Center
And on the steps to the new cen-
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ter, a handful of picketers rallied
against what they perceoe as city
officials’ insensitiv it kiward the
homeless people who live downtown.
A curtain hiding the entrance to
the $143 million center from view
was lifted around noon as the hidependence High School band plaved

Gail Fullerton,
SJSU President
dramatic tunes and San Jose Mayor
Torn McFnery looked on with pride
as he announced ". .
showtime."
It’s been a very long time since
we’ve had people here." McEnery
told the crowd in a reference to the
decaying state of many parts of
downtown a decade ago. "I think

Doug Duran Daily stall photographer
A crowd ass ads outside the San Jose Cool ention Center for tours follow ing, Thursday ’s mural

Budget battle

A.S. feuds over investment in
proposed Meteorology Building

and entrance unveiling

ton* ,;:antn.2 to help the commtinit)
. and the unt
’.it\
Redevelopment suppi tel s I ike
McFnery predict the Con v ennui’
Center will generate SI iiuillion iii
taxes to the v.ity by the v eat ft Ill
The COB% etltioils. expos and
other events at the tacility %mild
dra people from around the %wild
to San Jose, bunging in money
through such le% eime-getwiating
sources as hotel taxes.
These funds. redo elopinent supporters contend. kk Ill help improve
city sets ices
The principal lustil’canon for redevelopment is new skyscrapers.
hotels and restaurants v, ill gixe San
Jose a tax base that could he used to
improve libraries. parks. and in
crease the numbei ut police officers
and firefighters.
Critics of the downtown policy
say millions of dollars alliiited to re
development arc spent at lie cpense of neigliNii
serx ices
In his address to the cmind and in
inters ie mx s wit It repute’s. 1cFnery
said 150 police iitticcp line been
added to the uuiise aid I S branch library sep is es ha c inxieased their
operating day s wiil
rede%elopulent Ot.’Clat ed.
With the closure ot the St. Claire
Hotel and the slow pace in huilding
new downtown hotel, some bus’
ness leaders were concerned thdi
lack of hotel accomodatiOns kk ill
prevent the Colo entiim center from
attracting large cins entions.
Slattery. hov.exer, %%as conti
dent that enough rooms will he
.15 ai !able.
"The hotels ’.sill come when the
economy is light for them
conic... he said
Protesters outside the Com ennon
Center contended city mils lots ale
creating an lip.. .ale downlow n
the expense oi the poor and home
p,,,
Si / slfR

Bomb threats force evacuations;
UPD finds no explosives in buildings

By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
Bomb threats forced the evacuation of two SJSU buildings Thursday
committee recommended the A.S. make a cut of approx- in an apparent resurfacing of midterm
.
imately 7 percent in all instructionally related activities.
The Business Classrooms building
Intercollegiate Athletics and the Music Department
will both receive substantial cuts if the recommendations was evacuated twice and the Business Tower once as an unidentified
are adopted.
Although problems with the budget and the Meteo- caller phoned in three threats during
the
day.
rology Building have surfaced at the same time, the) are
University Police Department ofsn:iiitdrelated. budget committee Chairman Kevin Reese
ficials said searches were conducted
hut no evidence of sabotage was
A large part of the funds, ii57,(X10, were taken front
found.
the reserve trust account in November.
The calls were received at UPI).
Because money in the reserves is miser allocated for
The caller told where the "bomb"
the budget, the funds for the building ha% e no relation to
as, but did not give a specific time
the shortage. Reese said.

By Joel Beers
Daily staff writer
The proposed Meteorology Building and the Associated Students budget collided head-on at Wednesday’s
A.S. meeting.
The key issue was whether the A.S. should keep
$100.((X) invested in the Meteorology Building when it
is currently facing a budgetary shortage.
A proposal to withdraw the funds from the building
failed, but not before sparking heated discussion.
Backers of the proposal, led by A.S. Director of California State Affairs Leigh Kirmsse and members of the
SJSU women’s basketball team, maintained that the
A.S. should withdraw from the building and use the
money to support existing student programs.
But Kirmsse. who introduced the proposal to withOpponents of the proposal. including A.S. President- draw A.S. support from the building. tied the two toelect Scott Santandrea. said the building could play an gether.
important part in future A.S. growth, and that it is not
"Investing in the building when we’re facing a budresponsible for the budget shortage.
get shortfall is just had business." she said.
The total amount the A.S. allocated toward the MeteThe A.S. should withdraw from the building now, so
orology Building is $107,(XX), according to A.S. Con- that the $100,((X) could he used for the budget. Kirmsee
troller Mark Murillo.
added.
The A.S. invested the money in hopes of leasing
Santandrea. one of the most vocal supporters of the
space to expand their operations, such as the print shop building. said withdrawing support before the April 27
and credit union.
meeting could be a serious mistake.
Whether the building will ever be built is in doubt be"I think it’s short-sighted to back out of the buildcause of potential problems in the bidding process.
ing." he said. "It’s important that we have space to
A meeting to discuss the future of the $6 million grow and expand our operations. We’re not lust buying
building is scheduled for April 27.
property, we’re attempting to provide services."
The A.S. allocated the $107,000 last November.
Members of the women’s basketball team also e
long before it knew of any budget problems. Reese said.
pressed their concerns to the hoard.
Those problems sprang up during the A.S. budget
"When we think about the future, we forget about
committee’s drafting of the 1959-90 budget.
what we have now," Coach Tina Krah said. "It’s all
Faced with less revenue than last year because exSee Mt IFOR01.06 hae4 page
pected funds from Spartan Shops were held, the budget

its about time.
A large fountain in the from entrance, slick marble Hoop, tancy
lamps and three main exhibit halls
adorn the 425,0110 -square -foot Convention Center
Its a mars elan. huilding.
said SJSU President ("ail Fullerton
she
as
toured the facility. ’’It’s oh-

’It’s a marvelous building. It’s obviously
going to help the community. . . and
the university.’

Attempts are being made to get
more student -oriented businesses
such as record and clothing stores in
the Pavilion area near Fourth Street.
Fullerton said.
The Convention Center’s gala
opening was attended by SJSU students and alumni.
Tracey Nakano, a senior majoring in public relations, came to
view the ceremony because she is
working on the Rec Center’s grand
opening.
"I came to see a special event in
action," she said.
SJSU alumnus Tim Kincaid said
he enjoyed seeing the Convention
Center’s progress over the years.
"Living and working downtown.
I’ve seen a lot of changing," he
said.
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or place where the explosive could
be found.
Although the threats prompted
building evacuations and substantial
confusion. long-time SJSt ’ employees could only grit their teeth and
think about the "good old day s
"This used to happen all the
time." said a secretaiy in the Business Tower who would not give her
name. "Any time there were midterms and finals, there would be
bomb threats . . . quite a coincidence.
got to such a point that most ot
the faculty members stopped leaving
the buildings and lust continued their
work." she said.

The first bomb threat was made at
1030 a.m %% Mt the caller claiming
a des ice was planted in the Business
Classrooms building
The second call was tnude at
1130 am’ ptomptill the c% acuabon of the /411,111%,,, I1 M er
The third call was ilia& mt approxunatel 2:00 p.m . satismi! a second
es actuation of the Business Classrooms building.
Each evacuation lasted "about a
half hour, according to Mk belle
Johnson. a secretary in the business
department.
Searches were conducted each
time, but no explosives were hound.
See BOMB, hae4 page

SJSU Jazz Singers sizzle at festival
It’. Andy Nystrom
Daily staff writer
What started out as a scorching
104 -degree
Southern
California
weekend soon turned into cool success for Mike West’s SJSU Jan
Singers
The troupe of 10 students, divided
into two groups, went on the road
last weekend to place second and
fourth at the 17th Annual Fullerton
la,/ Festix al.
The second place group’s 20 -minute performance, which included the
tunes "Isn’t it Romantic," ’’Hack in
the USSR
and "Sesame Street

outlasted the intense heat and competition. West said.
West. who has directed the singers for 10 years. was pleased with
their showing among the 90 college
vocal groups represented at the festival.
"The competition was very
tough. and I thought our groups handled the pressure well." he said. "I
definitely wouldn’t have wanted to
he one of the judges last weekend.
Other colleges that placed high in
the overall standings were California
State University at Long Beach, taking first. and Cuesta College. fin -

’slung Mod.
For the Jan Singers. performing
so well at the festis:il came as a surprise, according to gioup member
Kara Gibson
"We originally thought to place
first or second would be great." she
said. "However. I didn’t really think
we’d get anything...
And itist placing in the top five
was quite a teat m itself. West said,
as the mil groups haxe only been together for a short time.
The group placing second was
formed in the fall, while the fourth
Sri’ .14/1. bin prier
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Campus Voice

A.S. should make
students priority
instead of buildings
Leigh Kit-owe is the Director of California State
Affairs for Associated Students. She is also a
senior studying history at SJSU.
The current A.S. budget calls for devastating
cuts to Intercollegiate Athletics, the Music
Department and other Instructionally Related
Activities (IRA’s). Scott Santandrea, A.S.
President Elect and a member of the budget committee, is an advocate of the proposed budget cuts
and is also an advocate of investing 107,000 of
A.S. money into the "Meteorology Building." A
building which would perhaps be more appropriately called "another building built by student
fees" or "Santancirea’s Folly."
Mr. Santandrea further asserts that the two have
no relationship. However, the trust fund which is
being used as the primary source for money to
build this building is an emergency trust reserve
which could be as easily diverted to subsidize IRA
programs, as it has been to the proposed building.
It all depends on whether your priori ,’,7s are student groups or buildings. Santandrca’s priorities
are painfully obvious to student athletes and student muisicians. The Trust Reserve could be used
to offset the overburdened A.S. budget while a
more reasonable solution is found to the IRA funding dilemma. This is much more responsible than
beginning an IRA phaseout with a 25 percent budget cut to programscuts which will greatly affect
the quatity of the programs and therefore the lives
of students involved in those programs.
There are however, even more disturbing implications concerning the cutting of IRA programs. In
1985 the students of SJSU voted themselves a fee
increase based upon the A.S. promise that 30 percent of the increase or 270,000 would go to support IRA’s.
Backing out on that promise is dishonest and no
better than the action taken by the administration
v, hen it went back on its promises and cut sports
programs. If student government will not stand by
its promises, and also meet the high level of
integrity that we expect from the
administrationthen indeed, we stand for nothing
at all.
It is not our function to build more buildings, or
to have an A.S. which exists to serve its own
expansion goals. It is our function to serve students in their endeavored educational and cultural
goals. If the A.S. can no longer afford to fund IRA
groups then we should begin a responsible phaseout program at 10 percent per year which would
give those programs in question time to make
long-range plans to of set our declining contributions. We must also then go back to the student
body and ask the students by referendum if they
are willing to pay an increased A.S. fee if IRA’s
are not funded. In the interim of making that
planned and fully discussed decision, we should
take the money Santandrca plans to allocate to a
building and offset this year’s fiscal difficulties.
To do less is irresponsible and dishonest.

Bush, congressional
’accord’ on Contras
is actually a sellout
Parag V. Patel is a senior studying business
management at SJSU.
Last week the Bush administration tried to persuade critics that the bipartisan accord with congressional leaders on Contra aid is not a sellout.
Previously, President Bush maintained that
Contra military aid would be a "high priority" in
his administration. The accord makes clear that a
portion of the money would be available for "relocation" assistance--a code word for sellout.
Secretary of State James Baker got an agreement
from Democratic leaders to extend only "humanitarian" aid to the Contras through next February.
Such aid would help with the "voluntary reintegration...relocation by the Nicaraguan Resistance."
Another defeat involved with the accord is of
the president and his prerogatives. By terms of the
Baker deal with Congress, any one of four congressional committees will have authority to suspend humanitarian aid if they feel the Contras or
the Bush administration is not performing properly. Thus, even the funds to help the Contras surrender can be withheld at the discretion of the
Democratic-controlled Congress.
Baker’s failure to even ask for military aid,
however, badly understates the nature of the problem. The accord is openly viewed by congressional
Democrats as barring any military action by the
Contras against the Sandinistasand that, if any
such action were to occur, this would justify a cutoff of the humanitarian aid. The accord fails to
establish conditions under which military aid will
be resumed. It actually creates a mechanism forestalling military action by the Contras. The deal
gives de facto power to decide Contra policy to the
Democrats and protects the Sandinistas.
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Letters to the Editor
Plethora of parking problems
Editor,
Like most students at SJSU I try to park in one of the
three parking garages, and like many students I am
indignant over the fact that I pay $81 a semester for a
parking permit. But because there is inadequate parking
on campus, my permit is little more than a "hunting
license." The question has to be asked, "Are the students being ripped off?"
My parking permit allows me to drive around hunting for an open garage; however, it does not guarantee
me a place to park. I spend many mornings driving
around in hopes that one of the garages will open. Some
days I make laps around the 10th Street garage. Other
days I sit in my car across from the Fourth Street garage
and hope they don’t open the garage when the li’ at
Fourth and San Carlos is green for southbound traffic. If
they do open it on the green light, I have to dart out
across three lanes of traffic and hope that I’m one of the
first 20 cars there. But the most frustrating thing of all is
when all the garages are closed and you park off campus, take the bus, run to class only to find out when you
get to class and look out the window that the top floor
of the Seventh Street garage is half empty.
So we pay $81 for a parking permit that does not
guarantee us anything. Can you imagine renting a home
with another individual that only one of you could stay
in a at a time? The first person to get home would get
the house and the other nothing. Or worse than that,
before either of you can get home someone pays the one
day user fee and you are both left out in the cold. Surely
we would not put up with this type of housing situation.
However, we are apparently credulous enough to go
along with this parking ordeal.
There are several possible solutions that can be easily accomplished. First, there should be a limit on the
number of parking permits that can be sold, and second
priority should be given to permit holders over individuals that pay the $2 daily user fee during peak times.
Thirdly, permits should be sold along with C.A.R. registration according to seniority by class standing. This
would be fair to all students as they worked weir way
through the university. Students would know in
advance whether or not they would have a place to park,
or make other plans.
These are only several possible solutions, but I hope
that something can be done for future SJSU students.
We, as students should not allow this problem to continue unmitigated.
Ron Watson
Senior
Criminal Justice

Words of encouragement
Editor,
I want to thank the Spartan Daily for printing the
article about Raza Day on April 6.
I’m a Hispanic and I’m also a graduate from Overfelt
High School. I never had the opportunity to visit a campus while in high school. However, I’m thankful that the
teachers at Overfelt arc very caring and helpful.
I dreamed of attending college since I was 7 years of
age, and thanks to my high school teachers and to EOP
counselors I’m going to graduate in May of 1990.
I just want to encourage all Hispanics and all those
who wonder if they are going to make it to reach out for
help when needed. There is always someone out there
who cares. Don’t give up!
The system wonders why Hispanics don’t make it.
It’ll tell them why. The financial help we get is nothing;
the cost of living is up and going up year after year.
My first three years in college I had to work full time
plus go to school full time and on top of all that deal
with problems at home (financial problems). Many
times I wondered and cried, "My God, am I going to
make it?" I would take long walks, when I had time, and
asked myself why did my dad give up all our land (a
ranch) to come to this misery. I would recall the peaceful times in Mexico with joy and tears running down
my face.
I will always remember where I came from, who I
am, and cherish the places I’m going.
My cousin is a freshman at SJSU this semester and
according to the system he does not "qualify" for financial aid. He too wants to get ahead and make up for
what his parents left behind. He sold his used car to pay

Zoe
Shess

for college and is presently working two jobs. Only God
1, rows where he is going to get the money next year.
Hispanics, "minorities," join together and make it.
Don’t ever give up; I didn’t. I haven’t, and I won’t.
Elizabeth Sanchez
Senior
Public Administration

Overturn Roe v. Wade
Editor,
In the near tuture, it appears the Supreme Court will
-readdiFsrtlie case of Roe v. Wade. It is my opinion that
the Supreme Court should overturn their 1973 decision.
I’d like to preface my argument by stating that I am
100 percent behind a woman’s right to choose an abortion and that I find some of the leaders of the "right to
life" movement to be some of the most frightening individuals in our society.
However, I also believe in our system of democracy
and I think that system is slowly being corrupted by
chicken legislators and lazy voters (yes, you and I). By
overturning Roc v. Wade, the Supreme Court should
send a message to the American people, and our legislators, that this issue is ours to decide.
We’re told the majority of us think that abortion
should be legal. Is the Supreme Court there to protect
the majority from the minority? No, that’s what the voting booth is for.
The basis of the Roe v. Wade decision was protecting
the right of privacy. That notion is vague, at best. At the
very least, it’s completely arbitrary. My personal privacy
is infringed upon regularly by state and federal law. I
can’t smoke pot at home. I can’t have six wives. My
marriage and divorce are public record. I have to tell the
government how much money I made last year. I have
to register as a sex offender. These are all laws passed
by legislatures.
I can understand why politicians want to avoid this
issue like the plague. Politicians, by nature, avoid aligning on any controversial issue. Especially when the feelings of their constituency may be vague. But it’s time
the American voters got off their butts and demanded
the right to decide how we will live and stop relying on
the Supreme Court to legislate for us.
Jeff Grodeon
Junior
Political Science

Growing up you learn the exploits of
human beings. We’ve gone to the
moon, cured polio, and achieved
conception in a test tube.
Our species is no longer the animal it
evolved from.
Wrong.
The shocking events near the Mexican
border city of Matamaros this week made
me realize horrifying depths of sickness to
which people can go.
No, I’m not dusting myself off after
falling off the turnip truck, but you never
think we could stoop that low.
Mass murders are nothing newTed
Bundy is still fresh in our minds, and
Jonestown is not forgotten; yet these tragic stories lack the horrifying chapter of
cannibalism.
Discovered also on the ranch were cauldrons filled with various body parts and
organs. A human stew was brewing, done
apparently by a cult. Twelve mutilated
bodies were discovered in a shallow
grave, all killed with apparent blows from
axes or machetes.
As authorities uncovered the bodies, the
suspects giggledthey displayed no signs
of remorse.
How does the human mind rationalize
this? They shattered this rose-colored
notion I had that people don’t act like that.
Using a religious rationale as they did was
no justification for this human bouillabaisse.
appearance of religious cults is a
The
sad commentary on our society. Are
people’s lives so dismal they must
succumb to the gospel of a Jim Jones or
an "El Padrino"? The latter is the Spanish
word for Godfather and was the person
who allegedly ordered the others to kill
the 12 in Matamoros.
Terrorism is another hideous act that
plagues this world. I would almost
respect terrorists more than cult followers
because they admit it and have a concrete
cause, however demented it may be.
No killing is better than another, but
committing murder to please a higher
force is the ultimate "sin."
Before you champion our evolution,
remember that actions like the ones in
Matamoros place us closer to the apes.
Zac Shess is the Layout Editor.

Got more to say
than a letter
will allow?
The Spartan Daily invites students, staff, faculty
and the surrounding community to
make their concerns and interests known through
the Campus Voice.
Typewritten or computer copy is
preferred (two to three pages), and all
disks will be returned.
Contact Leah Pets, Forum editor,
for further information and
examples at
924-3280.
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SJSU Greek Week kicks off Leaning on my wheels
with historic trolley work
By Lisa Elmore
Daily staff writer

Greek Week at SJSU will kick off with restoration
work on San Jose’s historic trolley car number 73 Sunday.
Everyone is invited to watch SJSU fraternity and sorority members renovate the car in the Trolley Ram near
Spartan Stadium between 9 a.m. and 6 p.m.
Teams consisting of one sorority and two fraternities
will rotate throughout the day, with a total of 19 chapters
donating their time, according to Donna Kayla, who
coordinated the event.
Radio station KXXX (99.7 FM) will be on hand providing music from 11 a.m. to I p.m. with its giant radio.
Kayla said. The station will also give away bumper
stickers.
"They’re excited because they have a lot of student
listeners," Kaylor said.
Every year, the Greeks pick a philanthropy. This
year they decided to do something to benefit San Jose.
Kayla said.
’We also thought it was something that people can
show their kids later.’ she said.
The Trolley Barn, a historical museum, is located at

Phelan Avenue and Sauer Road, near the south end of
Kelly Park.
It is home to about seven historical "California style’’. trolley cars, according to Manager Malcom Gaddis.
Gaddis. an electrical engineer, worked for Southern
Pacific Railroad for 35 years before he took the trolley
car job six years ago.
"California-style" refers to a design in which there
is an enclosed area in the middle of the trolley car and
outdoor areas on either end.
This is slightly different from San Francisco’s cable
cars, which are enclosed on one end and open on the
other, Gaddis said.
Both systems use an overhead cable for electrical
power.
The trolleys, built in the early 1900s, run in a Iota on
part of the light rail’s tracks between the San Jose Convention Center and First Street.
Cars 124 and 129 are currently being used, and 73
will be running in May, according to Gaddis.
The cost to ride the trolley is 25 cents per day. Hours
of operation are Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m.. and Saturday and Sunday from 10:30 a.m.
to 5:30 p.m.

Not again

Shelley Scott Daily

Using his skateboard as a recliner. James Bauer. a
junior majoring in international relations, studies

Authorities search for leader of drug-smuggling cult
s1 taint. television station
In
WPI .G reported Wednesday ni121,1
A Waffled poste, issued by the that Metro -Dade police have be,
Cameron Count y Shei itt’s Depart- alerted that Constamo was heliesr,I
ment in Tel:IS described her as es- to he heading toward the Florida
trethel!, lialIVCIOLI, I,;1l1111111
city.
eration

MATAMOROS. Mexico (AP) -Authorities conducted an international manhunt Thursday for the
"godfather" of a drug -smuggling
voodoo cult that allegedly sacrificed
and mutilated at least 12 people to
make its members invulnerable.
U.S and Mexican authorities were
searching for Adolfo de Jesus Constanto. a Cuban who police said orchestrated the ritual slayings on a remote ranch outside of this Mexican
border town.
Constant is believed to have fled
into the United States with Matamoros resident Sara Maria Aldrete. a
24 -year-old. 6-foot- I brunette described by Texas Attorney General
Jim Mattox as the "witch of the op

WEEKEND WORK
Earn some extra FUN MONEY during
the weekend. 40 experienced servers
711.positions available now in Santa
Clara at the Santa Clara Convention
Center,

ThePostOfficeAlternative
Third time’s a charm . . . students are es acuated
for the third time this week from Clark 1.ihrary

Special to the Daily
N Ben Weinberg
due to a loss les el of water in the building’s solar
panels and a shortage in the alarm system.

SpartaGuide
TODAY

SATURDAY

SiSt. Folk Dancers: International Folk Dance class, 8 p.m.,
Spartan Complex Room 89. For
more information call 293-1302 or
287-6369.
Society of Latino Engineers and
Scientists: Speaker from Apple
12:30 p.m.. EngiComputers.
neering Building Room 491 A. For
call 924-3830.
information
more
SJSU Film Production Club: Paitic Rim Film Festival, 1 p.m.,
Camera 3 (San Carlos & Second
Streets). For more information call
974-4571.
Theatre Arts and Dance Departments: Modern master class. 10:30
a.m.. Spartan Complex 219. For
more information call 924-6262.
Spartan Oriocci: Dance -"Endless Nights," 4:30 p.m.. Le Baron
Hotel -2nd Floor. For information
call 926-2535.

SJSU Theatre Arts Department:
Spring musical: Yours. Anne. 2 and
8 p.m., Studio Theater-Hugh Gillis
Hall Room 103. For more information call 924-4551.

Nihongo Sakura Club: Film 1 p.m.. Camera
.
’Re 11 te befit
3. For more information call 323(4347.

Steering
Intercultural
A.S.
Committee: Meeting, 3 p.m., S.C.
Montalvo Room. For more information call 292-3197.
SJSU Film Production Club:
Meeting. 2 p.m.. Hugh Gillis Hall
Room 222. Fot more information
call 924-4571.

Spartan Oriocci: Dance, 9:30
p.m.. Le Baron Hotel. For more information call 971-7806.

57.00 an hour
Saturday and Sunday work
Weekly pay
Never a fee
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION

TAC TEMPS
437-0260

a

1!]

TUESDAY
Christian
American
Asian
Fellowship: Meeting. 7 p.m., S.U.
Almaden Room.

5 Town & Country Village
296-3303

1

San Jose

XII nzwa

Postal and &strum &cohost

MAIL BOXES ETC.

A.S. Program Board: San Francisco Moving Company, 8 p.m.,
Studio Dance Theater (Spartan Complex Room 219. For more information call 924-6262.

USA

Now has the capability to
enlarqe 8 112 x 1 I’s to
poster size.
Great for : Presentations,
Signs, Banners, etc...
ASK FOR DE14113!

GIVE ’EM THE BOUT.

SUNDAY
Ministry:
ampus
atheran
Worship, 10:45 a. iii. , 300 South
Tenth Street. For more information
call 298-0204.
Newman Community: Mass.
6:30 and 8 p.m.. 300 South Tenth
Street. For more information call
298-0204.

Must be well-groomed and reliable.

*UPS/DHL Delivery
*First Class
’Gift Wrapping
*Ship anywhere
in the U.S.
’Mailbox rentals

SPRING BOUTONNIERES
FOR SPRING SORORITY
DANCES.

- City Center _florist
295-4321
cal
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in front of Clark Library while listening to music
from his walkman.

GET A JUMP ON
YOUR SUMMER TAN’!

f
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104
l

TIKI
CHAIR

is;
- .._

One of the Most
Cornfortable Chairs
made’ Reg $110

(

25% off monthly membership
with student I.D.
"(Valid Hours: M-F 9:am-3pm and
Sat-Sun 8am-8pm)
New Weekly Memberships
Campbell
The Pruneyard
559-6356

San Jose
Town & Country Village
554-0606

Santa Clara
Homestead & Scott
241 -CITY

Store Hours: M -F 7am-11pm, Sat -Sun 8am-8pm

$47

4

STUDENT DISCOUNT*
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PINE LOUNGER
Quality 3 Position Frame
with 700"..6 Cotton Futon
Double $159 Queen $179
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SPORTS

Booker adds solid bat to lineup

Morrison to fill out coaching staff

By Matthew D. Anderson
Duly staff rimer

Ex-USC staff
members named
as candidates
It Bob 1..)011

Dads stall yenta

In addition to a new head
coach, the men’s basketball team
may end up with a couple of
new assistant coaches.
Stan Morrison, who took the
helm April 4, has been interviewing several candidates for assistant coaching jobs.
-114. current assistant coaches,

who served under Bill Berry
before he was fired at the end of
the season, are among those
being interviewed, Athletic
Director Randy Hoffman said.
Greg Graham has been an
assistant coach for the Spartans
for four years, and Eric Saulny,
who played basketball for the
Spartans in 1973, has been a
coach for two years.
David Spencer from the
University of Hawaii and Stan
Stewart from U.C. Santa Barbara
are also bein interviewed,
Hoffman said.
Both coaches were part of

Nloffison’s staff when he coached
at the University of Southern
California.
Morrison could not be reached
for comment and will be out of
town until Friday.
Hoffman said Morrison was
still in the interviewing stage and
that a decision on who will take
on the assistant coaching jobs
hasn’t been made yet.
"We don’t really know yet,"
Hoffman said. "Stan will select
his own assistants with my
approval. I suspect he will find
people that he’s comfortable
with."

SJSU honors its scholar athletes
H,

I,

an of1,11 I le,i,12111/Cd
sport. but toi SJS1 stut lai
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1110111d, I
,s 1st
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11:1111,11.11 1.11k slItl\ks disi..aissing spoils
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achies einem met !cans have.
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best in one ot the three aspects of
lite. %%inch aid the 1,11 \
so,. iii .11eas,.. he said
et s, lit dat it
accept the
lo escel in at least iskii
these
and sk in Jr lakes a I ers

special and courageous person to
make such a sacrifice .
For SJSU baseball player Darin
Da. is. the insist difficult time to
study is after v. inning a big game.
Its real hard to prepare for a
midterm coming off of a big win like
the Cal game.’’ Davis said. "I’m so
pumped up. that it’s hard to sit down
and think about anything else. but I
know I have to study. so I calm
down."
’Niko said more money is bet on
sporting events in one year than
spent on the entire defense budget.
"People in San Jose aren’t talking
about the oil spill," Tutko said. referring to the spill in Alaska. "The
fact that the Giants took two from
the Dodgers is the news.’’
In his welcome address. SJSU
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman
praised the group as "best of SJSU’s
athletes". for priorititing academics
first. and then athletics, and excelling at both.
You set the tone for the future of
the athletic program at SJSU," Hoffman said.
’ii re not just winners in ath. ou are the real winner. tit the

world.
Two athletes. baseball’s Ke% in
Tannahill, a human performance
major, and volleyball’s Susie I _ay mon, stood out not only at SJSU. but
also in the Big West conference. as
top Scholar-Athletes ot the Year.
"The number 01 scholar-athletes
awarded grows each year," Hot.
fman said. "Athlete Assistance Program has helped athletes with problems. Their co-ordination with the
athletes should continue to make a
difference for student -athletes.’
SJSU soccer player Matt Blue, an
engineering student, said after a tiring practice he sometimes has difficulty finding motivation to study.
’I learned to manage my time better.’ he said. "I can’t ha% e the luxury of procrastinating it I want good
grades.’

’ger

When a manager speaks of a
team player, they tend to mention
one who has played consistently
while not receiving all the hype.
SJSU’s Eric Booker is one 01 those
players.
While playing left field and batting
in the lower half of the order,
Booker has amassed a .276 batting
average with 19 RBIs and a team leading 26 walks for the Spartans.
Booker, a 6 -foot, 185 -pound
junior, started off the season on a
hot streak and then cooled down.
"1 have to thank coach for sticking
with me," Booker said. "That
showed he had confidence in me."
"Eric had a tough streak," SJSU
coach Sam Piraro said. "But it never
affected his defense. I admire that in
a player."
Part of his early season heroics
included a game -winning home,
against UC-Berkeley. "He can hurt
you with his bat," Piraro said.
To break his mid-season rut, which
saw him drop from the number three
spot in the batting order to the number seven, Booker enlisted the help
of his roommate and teammate Greg
Borgerson, a wiffle ball and a
broomstick.
"He was throwing Cal Bowl footballs, Ping-pong balls, tapeballs,"
Booker said. "Those balls were
dancing all over the place. It was to
make me believe in myself. Greg
said ’If you can hit a ball with holes
that are dipping and diving, a hardball is not going to do anything
close to what these balls are doing.
If you can hit this you have no problem hitting the ball-it’s all in your
mind.’ He got my confidence up.
"I feel that in order to play past

Shelley Scott

Daily stall photographer

SJSU left fielder Eric Booker has a team -leading 26 walks
college you have to hit. I take a lot
of pride in my fielding, but mostly
in hitting."
Booker has always been successful
where ever he’s played. He was allconference at Laney College and
all-region in high school.
Coming out of Laney, Booker was
recruited by several schools, including UNLV.
Though he could have gone to a
NCAA playoff team, he would
rather stay close to his roots.
A Vallejo native, Booker wanted
to stay close to home so his parents,

who have watched him play since
he was a kid, could continue to do
so. Family plays a big part in
Bookers’s life. He grew up playing
with his older brother, who was in
the San Diego Padres organization.
"His goal was to play in the major
leagues and he always told me I was
better then him," Booker said. "I
hope to not let him down."
If Booker does achieve his goal of
playing in the major leagues, he
would keep it close to the family
and his home with the San
Francisco Giants.
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HOTEL EMPLOYMENT
AVAILABLE
The Doubletree Hotel at the Santa Clara
Convention Center is currently accepting
applications for the following positions:

RAISE THE ROOF

DOOR PERSON/GREETER,
Part Time, evenings and weekends.
For CHIPS Nightclub.
MAINTENANCE ENGINEER
General Maintenance skills. Hotel exp.
preferred, flexible hours.
COCKTAIL SERVERS
For our popular CHIPS Nightclub.
Previous experience helpful.
Apply in person! Human Resources Dept.,
’1101 Great America Parkway, Santa Clara.

DOUBLEIREE Fora
SANTA CLARA
I QL Al. OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

IN SAN JOSE’S NEW CONVENTION CENTER!
APRIL 15 & 16 10 a. m. to 6 p.m.
FREE ADMISSION
.1

MUSICFEST

KIDFEST
ABC Family Fun Fair

DIZZY GILLESPIE
QUINTET
PETE ESCOVEDO
ORCHESTRA
THE BOBS

See 12 of vow ia. cote Satigdat morona car10011 characters in a hve musical extravaganza

Aim

KG0 Media Kidcast
Stunt Skateboarders

Samba

Giant Kooshballs and more’

SAN JOSE TAIKO

0 Connor Hospital Giant Puppets
San Jose Children s Musical Theatre
Lincoln High School Dance
Skip Robert Magic
Hi/inks - Jugglers
Bob Reid - SInger

Jazz

CIELO
Salsa

THE FOREMAN

How does the city of San Jose work Tour vehicles, view models and meet
the people who make it all happen

LOS MARIACHIS
Traditional

NAVY JAll BAND
OUR LADY OF LOURDES
Gospel Choir

BALLROOM
STUDENT UNION

Park free at Civic Center and
ride Light Rail to RAISE THE
ROOF

2

rywilliFila.;1115--iiiir
MUSIC BY ELITE MUSIOUE ENTERTAINMENT
ADVANCE SS 00 A S Office,
AT DOOR $101)

Lion Dance
Los Lupenos
Youth Symphony
Michael Loftus - Magic
San Jose Dolce Theatre
Los Danzalitus de San Jose

URBAN FAIR

Folk Parody

it30 01

!doe to Vie AGO Ne,ystalli 81 radio loiter or 3 blank video tape to the
To,
. ourmcml ratho or television broadcast starring YOU’

CHALO EDUARDO
Japanese Drums

9 Olt.

erciting exhibit ol hands-on science and ad tun and education tor children ot any age

Biala
AGO-

THE DOBSON FAMILY

FIAMP3
APC"t- a

Abigail’s Pub
Andale Taquena
Chez Croissant
Cale Tuyet
Casa Castillo
noltp Spapu Geato
Donut Exchange
Downtown Cale
El Paraiso
Eulipia
Fairmont Pagoda
Garden City Market
Goldie s
Gourmet Annex
Hochburg von Germania
Leal s
Loss Village
Metro Cale
qa-a-go-go
Rue de Paris
Scoffs Seafood Grill & Bar
Sweetie Pies
Ultimate Yogurt
Victorian Rouse

Children s Discovery Museum

New Wave A Cappella

IMAGINATION

HAT TASTE

"art

I JAllTECH

Reik music presents the latest in high tech musical instruments and a look
at the present and future of consumer music

’21st CENTURY EXHIBITS

Free Parking (selected city lots) &
Convention Center Garage.
10 Almaden Blvd. Garage.
160 W. Santa Clara St. Garage,
and
11\*ERpARK

Space stations telescopes and holograms light the way for Silicon Valley in
the future

CINEMATHEQUE

A continuous screening of international short films featuring animation.
social science and experimental films.

FOR MORE INFORMATIQN CALL

ils Si,

295-2265 EXT. 430

SPONSORED BY

0\

Inin 51,51

Kpo:ryt

PACIFICOBELL

Stodo57Unlon

KSTS-TV
Fairmont Hotel
San Jose Convention and Visitors Bureau

$4.tgose

S11,1161 11111111111%1
ISSIII1111111
San Jose Convention and Cultural Facilities
Waste Management. Inc of Santa Clara County

KG0 Nevestalk

Z

Santa Clara County Transportation Agenp;
San Jose Mercuw News
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’Will’ needed to improve schools
UNION, N.J. (API
President Rush said Thursday
Americans should try to correct the
ills of the nation’s schools by relying
less on the taxpayers wallets and
more on the collective will."
"A nation that worships money
or sees money as a cure for all
that ails it -- is a society in peril,"
Rush said in remarks prepared for an
educational conference here.
"More spending isn’t the only
right answer or even the best answer," he said. "What we need is
better value for what we spend.
"What we need ... is a shared de-

termination on the part of every
American to get involved with our
schools," Rush added. "We must
reestablish the value of teaching and
learning in this country."
After abruptly scrapping a vacation in Maine, Hush decided to go
ahead with a trip to Union High
School here to drum up support for a
S441 million education package intended to reward good teachers and
schools.
The program has been sharply
criticiied by Democrats as inadequate.
In his remarks, Hush spoke of the

Bloom County
XIMY.
POler hEEP
ANY &VOW
TWAY.

work of volunteers in schools and
said, "One need matches another,
and a wonderful thing happens. You
come up with an answer that money
just can’t buy.
"That’s one reason we need to
rely less on the collective wallet and
more on our collective will," the
president said.
Bush told the educators that children always have been taught about
the exploration of new frontiers.
such as the first trips across the
ocean, the move West across America and journeys into space.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

3597

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, Want
good coverage you can allord,
We have quality plans at low
prices Monthly terms available
Call Mark Fill. al (408)943-9190
lore no obligation quote
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll Now’ Save your teeth, eyes
and Money too Cleaning. and orrice Mails at no charge For brochure see AS office or Student
Health Center or call (4081371E811 in San Jose
4089762002
...
SOUTH BAY BU1 LETINBOARD
Something lor every Interest, Romance,
frtendship,
adventure
leave your message or you can
hem sir messages from others.
try It. you It be glad you did Call
daily,

Messages

quently Only 52

change
any toll

fre-

BUY A NEW CAR hassle free for less
money You pick the model, make
and accessories We find you the
best deal. no obligation Indepen
dent broker. references rall KEN
at 728.0639
IS IT TRUE,

Jeeps for 544 through
the government, Cali for Juts’ 1312-742-1142 .0. 0115.

SEIZED CARS, trucks. boats. 4 wheelers. motorhomes, by FBI. IRS,
DEA Avenida* your area now
Call (805)682.7555, ext. C-1255
82 JETTA - Must sell -92 thousand
miles Call or leave message 9785872
’81 PLYMOUTH REUANT, greet cond
good commuter. Ode. 4s. low
118,1,860 idiento, $1250 be. 25$3175
’80 HONDA CIVIC 1500, 4 -speed. 2.dr .
95k, AM FM stereo. new fires
$500 288-7809 MonThurs eves
only
’79 DATSUN 78070 2
2. red 52.300
ml, euto-trans. $6300 Call (415)
493-5587 M7.13-50M

FOR SALE

ABI E
Full and part time permanent positions available Northern
California Rennie., 175 San Anto
Moo Rd Suite 112, Los Altos, Ca

SETS" NEW" BEDS"
Twin 085, full $09, queen 5129.
king $188 You get both pieces

Runkbeds 5129 Bedtrames available now If your bed Ian I giving
you the comfort or the support
you like, why not get a nu bed,
Our beds are very comfortable &
cheap Call 945-8550
WEDDING DRESS

Size 7 8. 5400 or
ho Perfect for
summer wedding Call 395-4827

GREEK
guys’, UTL ISPH
GREEK WEEK...," Cable Clir Restoration Day is on Sunday APRIL
113th. BE THERE.,
HEY PI KA SUNSHINE - Jual wanted
to say I’ll be thinking about ye Friday but goad luck at your game
CHI OMEGA -CURLY 0

CATCH IT" Ifs NSW
%OILY BALL
Ms hip, NM funky Merlin See sig.
run on FRIDAY MOLLY MAL
CATCH IT.

TO THE TWO AWESOME THETA CHI
roommates Found two obnok
Inns hels-one NM pink and one
egra green Holding for ransom
Payment need not be in largo
bills lust fun Get psyched -Friday
will be rid’ Love. your CHI
OMEGA hat abductors
TUT -FROM 600P-1 Cray not be
M K . but you on always been my
most favorite date, so how *bout
It’ April 22nd, BUM INGAMF,
you

go

to

the

Box Office-Ticket Office posilions Contact the Student Union
Director a Office
COUNSELOR DIRECT CARE STAFF
needed at raskiratial twilit’es for
young adults & adolescents with
autism & related disabilities Full
and part time positions orallabie
Starting 56-$6 25 hr
448-3953
)RA7TER ARTIST

MAC

Cal/

14001

up

reci

engineering co needs creative
energetic drafter. 297-2960
LYNAMIC

MARKETING & SAL ES
Coordinators and National Marketing Directors needed
You
choose your Income. level Bob
984-0868

OREIGN STUDENTS & SCHOLARS
Intl businesses & Investors seek
foreign nationals with Prat hand
knowledge of economic, business. scientific. & political condt
’Ions In home country for consulting assistance For Into send

FT PERM COMPUTER software engineers pc software publishers &
distrib has immediate opnng tr p
& Sr level positions Must have
Inn following era In coding C &
8086 assembly languages & aft in My for progrrnng at machine code
level Must be a srastarter &
eager to learn Salary commensurate wasp Call 745-0234 resume
SuramSoft. Inc. P0 Box 611328,
San Jose. Ce 95161-1328
HOUSESITTERS AVAIL ABLE for irite
summer or fell Retired Scottish
couple. 269-3117 for information
LIFEGUARDS

SEASONAL

& year
round positions available now
Salary Lifeguards 55 50-56 40 hr
Pool
Managers $7.004800 hr
Call 942-2470

OFFICE

ASSISTANT
NEEDED
Wknds only 55-6 start Duties Include cashiering, phones, filing
end ten-key For Into call Carol or
SIM at Russell
Furniture (40.
296-7393

OVERSEAS AND CRUISESHIPS EMPLOYMENT
Many
positions
Work month
home month Cell

PASSPORT UNt IMITED is hiring for
Spring Marketing Campaign Rep
4 star restaurants
25 hr wk
$150 00 guaranteed
0962

s.=?
Rocky

SECURITY

OFFICERS PROCESS
SERVERS Full part time security
officer 5 oil shifts Full part time
evening process servers We will
Mein Apply in person MonFti.
9/81-4P18, 260 Meridian Ave
Jose, Acuracts, Inc

San

PO

will

S MORES. WEENIES and Kopp. Sig’
We can I welt to party with you
Friday night, Cub. DZ Campers

son Monday.
- Friday. 2-4PM SIN
San Pedro, San Jose
SUMMER SPORTS CAMP counselors
needed from Jura 26-Aug 4
56 52 hour tor a great. fun sun,
mar lob opportunIty. Call De Anza
College Sports Camp at 400996,
4886 for Into or .pp
TELEMARKETING,
Part
SETTING

APPOINTMENT

time. 52000k
POSSIBL E. daily cash Wellong
distance from campus. triendiy
Supportive

atmosphere

Af-

ternoon & evening shifts avail.
alfi Good voice & personality
Call BL AS at 298-3033
WAITRESS WANTED Pt. lunch shift
flew hrs Err tips, rap preferred
or will train Apply Okayama Restaurant. Japanese Cuisine 5115W
No 81651 S J
WANTED

DATA ENTRY part lore.
min 50 WPM. good communication Preferred spoken English &
Spanish Contact PAC I UTRAN
(408)2792050

WORKERS NEEDED TO staff events
at SJSU Roc Center. Shoreline
Atop. S.1 Cony Ctr and more
Concerts. sports & private pa+
tits if you are looking to earn
eche money based on your availability, please call Stall Network
(415) 366-9966

HELP WANTED
ADDRESS ENVEI OPES $900 00 & up
per week Send SASE RENTERIA
ASSOCIATES, P0 Boa 3247. San
Jose. CA 95116
AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS needed on graviryd shift
and weekend shift (28-40 hr work
tura) Requires 13 yrs mull or
rriec assembly cap or dour,. .1 in
the sciences or computer wog
cilium We offer
Must No US
Call
reimb
education
WO%
415 4931800, 0445, VARIAN
Rimy or sell Avon’
Income or allow tra In
sell to you’ WI beauty no in
America - Do your shopping
Avon, Avoid crowds & let me

AVON SAI. ES
Earn r

serve

you

kl-E

630’S 30 Jane

291-5942
BABYSITTER part time, 10.12 flexible
week. 53 SO hi- Call ...eye
hrs
at 723-7480
CHEER UP, I’m hiring Due to upen
slon. I need more people to earn
5150 10 0000 week for part time
hours doing phone promotion
Guar...reel salary & bonuses We

day swing grave

7th Si . New carpets,
bathroom.
cable
TV,
$600 nu Call 268-0439
paint,

WRITING, RESEARCH, EDITING Vim.
utile, upon, staft 000-777.7901

PERSONALS
GNOSTICA

TRAVEL

SACRAMEN-

TORUM For gnostic., religion is
Gods sense of mystery, not
man’s insistence on dogma Celebrate filet mystery with us at
Mass, open to all, 3 P M Sundays
at the Vivan Chapel of the ist
United Methodist Church. 24 N
5th St.. San Jose We also Main
clergy, both male and female, who

TWA OFFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
off anywhere any ryre Purchase
your TWA student discount card
now Also ask about TWA GET.
AWAY credit cord CIt Andy at
(408)297-8809. TWA campus rap

TYPING

able it Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) and Roberts Bookstore
UTHE RAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center. tOth &
San Carlos For more information
about activities. call Rev

NOW

Firnhaber al 298.0204

AAH, WHEN OVERWHELMED by reports to be typed. RELAX AND
LEAVE THE TYPING TO ME Graduate and undergrad Resumes,
term papers. theses, reports of all

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT’

soned. rates We re last, depended.. grammar -experienced College grads, so call us with papers,
reports. theses (gap Science),
etc at 251-0449

(BERRYESSA

Daily Interruption

area)

Al-AMSTER MONSTER. N’
WRAT ARE LOU CoINC,

uNOER MY EIED )

shifts

Weekly

pay dental reed benefiry We are
looking for friendly people to
work in Hi -tech
Apply VAN-

CIOse to school

GUARD SECURFTY, 3212 Scott
Bind. Sent. Clara (between San
Tomas & Olcoll)

HOUSING
CHRISTIAN

FEMALE
NEEDED to
share 3 brIrm house near Clurry
1 3 mil
Forworthy $330 ohs
26.3453

REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES
evedatile from government from
Sr without credit check you repair Also ler delinquent forearm.
sures cell (805) 6112-7555, got SI1513 for repo 11.1 your area
ROOM IN SINGLE house with family &
Ng mere. $325 me including utiii
Iles. call 5729011
SHARE 319111. 2 be condo Hwy RIO &
McKee 10 mhn from campus.
pool. spa. S J Oulet rasp OS.
utll & Pep (404I) 272.
$345 mar
6274
2 NORM 20TH APT nr college Newly

Rev

PROFESSIONAL DISC JOCKEY by
Des.. Michel, formerly of KSJS
You ye got the party. we on got
the music, Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music
for your wedding perty or dance
at reason... rites Call Desiree
or Phil at 270-6900 or 9227359
REEDITING.
PROOFREADING.
SEARCH" axiality work Call DEE

AND kW
TIME
EAvORiTE

i

ALL

USED KLEEmex,
ousre,ALLS.
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Available night

and du Rush lobs are my spral
silty Call Pam 01(408)225-5025 or

Classified

(408)225-9009
CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professionel
wortl processing
with Laser printer Theses, term
papers group promkts. iNC All
format.

including

all lormets (including APA) toral!
your typing needs ( theses) Call
Linde The Write Tye. 723-1714

SPA

51 75 page double spaced 110
pitch) Ouick return Transcription

EVERGREEN

services

available
Almaden B ranham area Phone 264-4504

CALL MRS MORTON at 266-9448 for
EDITING & WORD PROCESSING

grammar. punctuetion, and sentence structure (knowledgable on
Turablen, APA, & Campbell formats)
Equipment used
Word
Perfect & fralaserJetll Considerable business experience and for.
rrar
English ream
WILLOW
GLEN erea

your academic, business. legal
Word processing needs Tram rapers, reports, reeurnes, lettere,
group protects, manuals. theses,
etc Letter quallty. All Menet.
plus APA. SPEL CHEK, punclua-

PL US

All

GO WITH THE BEST’ Top-quality secreted.’ SiBriftge 101 ALL your

AN EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for

DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD" This year,
call a lypist .110 11 uperienced In

assistance

prowls. etc APA, MLA, Turablan

call Barbara at
WRITE TYPE - (406)972-9430

PPS.,

grammar

work guaranteed Free disk slob
age Affordable student & faculty
rates, For Met professional. quick
A depended. worry -Ire, service
at its best. call PAM at 247-2681

RYONE NEEDS TYPING sometfira
Why not maim the beat !more.
skin, A neatly -typed paper gets
higher grade For the lust result.

COMPUTER- last -accurate. near Ham Mon & Winchester, Campbell Call
SHIRLEY al 379-3519 5150 pm

10

WORDPROCESSING

riot,.

On campus pickup delivery Letter qvallt5 Term papers, group
propels, theses, resumes, faculty
formats Goal guar 127 yrs trap I
Cell Roz 274-3684 (Nave message) Avail...7 days tura. also
June.
July and August EVE-

of term pap...research projects
& resumes Will gladly ...at w

Books -Computer I ran& Corn.
’Free
pettily. Savings Rates
Manu
Check Writing Cashing
lecturer 5 Hanover GSI S ’Valuable Member Privileges Call

Call

TRERes ALL KINDS OF
6000 THINGS UNDER
HERE. A MAO Fut

MAME A SNACK,

A-1 SECRETARY WITH COMPUTER

Your student Crulit
Join WSFCU
Union benefits include Tultion

summer ceremonies
Larson at 257-7923

Wanda Folk

Muev.NImvv_h,

To ensure

your paper, Call Mary Ann at
Ann 5. Santa Clara, 241-5490

signs ill 5)9649183

Pl ANNING A WEDDING, Looking for
non-denominationsi service
O personal vows, Plan now for

John Lascurettes

Laugh Lines

ANN’S WORD PROCESSING Theses Reports Letters No time to type

DESKTOP PUBLISHING SERVICES
Elrochures
flyers.
graphics
HIGHTECH RESUME DESIGNS of

and guaranteed, Call or write
Student Aid Services 108 E Fremont Ave. 178. Sunnyvale. Ca

Ile Noble

P.1-923-2309

row

selects only those
sources you are qualified to receive. thus ensuring the best possible list Our Se mice Is low -coal

Mc. Ridlef 5liff8,11
an A berwro petl,or Otwy(pi.
.11/h.1,1 I-INpearit’)Ro
Bra 7 lie rs si.Leep

iftfe
+1.1f

’ YOLA ’Decide!!!

ACCURACY AND QUALITY offered
Professional typing. reasonable
Term papers and resumes Call
Elaine 2792221, 280 Meridian

559-3500. 1645 S Bascom Ara .
NC
Hair Today Gone Tomo,

computer

17f’;17I17P71Pr
ElPV.n
a.
(,(iS4

NO WAY, MAN,
nesse show a 11R,try Duke)
re -run insteod
I
Fkiii i I TO:
I
I
I.JAtC11...0 , I cw.
’445 Sitt41 Sr .4-11
II
S.,sin Tsse, CA

IDEA, Cfluell.
I’LL (70
DRAIN 11-1

paper.
your
completion
on
schedule reserve your time early

pity Call before June I. 1989 and
gel your Mal rapt at 1 2 price
Unwanted Hair Disappears With

income Lab our unique computerized finding service provide you
with a custom list of sources
Alter you 1111 Out a data form, our

o

Academic

propects welcome Student rates,
7 min inn campus nr 6805 McKee

MONEY FOR STUDENTS,’ We match
students with available financial
ski regardless of grades or twiny

/

word processing our specialty
Guaranteed
quality
accuracy
Free disk storage proofing Rea-

home Its so easy’ When you call,
you will be told 500 10 leave your
own message or hear six different

947-7273 or drop by our office at
8th and San Salvador

\

sweLL

3862 to reserve your limo now
Only 15 minutes Morn campus

ACADEMIC A PROFESSIONAL desktop publrshing & word processing Papers,thesicrssumes,
reports. manuscripts & group

ali fields up In executives We
offer 20 postscript laser printed
copies of your resume plus 20
matching envelopes for lust $30.
Finalint DeFREE DEI IVERY

tolYD

guarantee copy, grammar editing.
laser printer, graphs and so much
more Call PAMELA at (408) 94E-

eat 1.1103

Gwen Cheigren. R E

GREAT DAY

ends by appi Cell Anna 972-4991

BAY
SOUTH
408-976-2002
BULLETIN BOARD
Now there
Is fast, easy way to Inuit quality
peopie In the privacy of your

loran Let me permanently remove your unwanted heir (chi ,
bikini, tummy, moustache, etc )
IS.. discount to students and Ira

A

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time, Professional word-processing serk
Ices that include fast turnaround,

OR MASTERCARD, Even if
bankrupt or bed credit, We guarantee you a card or double your
money back Cell (805) 662.7595

SERVICES

rOrder
1-1-\
Simply iorvipiete tkii5 blank
nr,,,
,,,an-Niniperyt
tem
76

Student rates for Under.
grad.Available day, eves. wed,

8801

BARE IT ALL’ Stop shaving, wearing.
tweezing or using chemical depth-

-\

T

MY- MY! WI-IAT

- c..A41-0

kinds

VISA

son e call That s It, Call today 52
loll if any

L/rraz

trp

9orp

WORD
PROCESSING Quick and reasonable
Fast turnaround Letter quality
Can Shelly (408) 247-7520

- Make money for your
SJSU Club. Fraternity or Sorority
by selling custom silk screened T
shirts with your designer logo 48

messages left by others There
are messages from people with all
types of interests When you hear
something you like, give that per-

keep

PROFESSIONAL

T.SHIRTS

hour turn -around on most lobs
Call for references and prices
Brainstorm T -Shirts (415) 962-

+0

Gary Delamore

I-WY PALI. LET-5 RIVE
O(JO sKATEBoAaps

Trust TONY. 296-2087 Thraks
Si 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Gulch turnaround All work guaranis.] Thanks

EXAM FILES ton Professors through OM the USA Exam problems with
the professors own detailed solutions Available for 8 Engineering
courses. Calculus, FIT, DIM Eqns
Lin Sig, Chem, 0-Cram. Physics
& more 23 different books avail-

in order
wits\
.Lscrd-iTey
’Pew- per. v

ACHIEVEMENT.
ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACK NOW+
EDGEABLE in typing that’s lops

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC - Unwanted
hall removed forever Specialist
very
own
your
Confidential,
probe 247-7486. 335 S Beywood
Ave San Jose

Latchkey Diary

AAAA-ACCURACY,

share our vision For further Infer.
motion. call 374-7458 evenings

My Care

I’M L.131:, FIVE EEERS ;ER
CWtlM
1NAN"
ME 114sT SVC OCK I’M
EON rev ikties 12E0.52D
Six IN -TArAi4".A HAL;

anteed
Low rates
Collegiate
Communications Berkeley (415)
841-5036

LOST AND FOUND
REWARD, Small sterling silver onerhaniral pencil lost In Mac Orarrie Hall rm 370 Chris at 293-8952

Saratoga Williams

rate Call 450.929.3075
TYPING

WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS
REPORTS

THESES
RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

punctuation For prompt 7 day
response Wave message tor
Pamela at (4081200-1821

puler. Special student rate, Call
Prinly WORDWORKS at 253WORD or 253 -WORK

(408)972 1563
WORD PROCESSING transcription
Term papers theses resumes

PROFESSIONAL

TYPYING & WORD
PROCESSING IS years "pert.
race Reasonable rates & fast
turn -around Close N campus

UN-

DERGRADS Experienced Meals
typist ...Mg bookings lot
Spring l989 diliadlinita Student
WORD

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
Professional typing II burin." Spryly. Fast reasonabie & ecru

manuscripts, correspodence, etc
Will aid In grammar spelling -

checking All work Oon on
PS Laser Printer, or printing from
your disk Both IBM & Mac II corn -

discount

0600 or beeper’ 236.9483

246

PROCESS IT WRITE’ Faculty and stu
dents can rely on accurate
Merely production of newsletters.
reports. resumes, pubikalrons

scripts, resumes, term papers.
trams Let our words work for
you’ Editing. grammar A spell

AND

Phone

6451 Jeanine

WORD processing needs Grapeics charts, letters. reports, manu-

CANDIDATES

Blvd. Santa Clara, 243-4070
SPEED DFI WERT TYPING On campus plCii-Up end delivery, 274.

manuscripts
reports.
sumer.
newsletters, brochures & flyers

(S Clara)

MASTERS

crossing
Career consultations
Bay areas WI professional seri,
ice Career Center. 1765 Scott

923-0461

NEW COMPUTER SERVICE Desktop
publishing. word processing 6
laser printing Papers, theses, re-

rnanuncrIpls
Fast
Free disk storage

illinerCeine
F.perienned
typist and icqal trantiCriber 365
1393

Phone 292-4096

WRITING. RESEARCH EDITING ver
utile raper, lien 800 777 790,

RESUME

WRITING & TYPING SVC
Reports & spplicattonti *Ord pro.

PROCESSING

Print Your Ad Here
ditprosatutt‘

1771’’’’ .1’’,7 nP.It

’i’

t

It +

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

94097. 1-800.USA-1221. ext 8153

56-50 hr to start 50 positions Reception Security no tap nec FT PT

I./FAN okiEr;ie Lb) iztwi
wrn-I
eurr IN -11-l’AX2
LUCE A VihixIDIN- athiE AND
EAT PIL11-1C%
maw& GREEN CAYES? NO
114A1uJI6 Ill. STICK WI154
LiFTIN’. "

Academic, paw, thesis assistance Ghostwriting editing, resumes, word-processing All subtuts
Oualffied
writers
Rewriting Catalogue Work guar-

2 BR, 571 S

ECCLESIA

Gus Torres

\...c

Call

YE, I’M 5r1a
Ster We Pail’
ACEP 41061INSACANCE.

04.50WRICE,
,i4M- Wu.

wi-IENN 11451’ ),see,’ A
etIrde ca,r4’

remodeled. available NOW
on site mgr 288-9157

Kevin 727-

SPAGHETTI FACTORY now HIRING
Hostess Department apply in per-

ATO would like to congratulate It’s
new officers", Kick some butt

Love.

THE STUDENT UNION Recreation &
Events Center Is now hiring for

(005)682-7555 rat 5-1062

MATTRESS

Will

AVAIL

resume to BCS lot 1.700 St Marys
PI
Suite 1400 San Antonio,
TO 78205 or 800-62S-2828 EP 856

AUTOMOTIVE

TO

POSITIONS

94022, (4 t 5) 949-2933

FREE VISA MASTERCARD & SEARS
application for collage students,
Just Send a self addressed
stamped envelope to KAIHATSU
MARKETING. 734 S 4th St . Box
S. Philadelphia. fry 19147 Apply
today for your future’

L

train Call Dave 408-727-0447
CHIL DC ARE

NNEch..1or

WILY AIVISOIC

Aa
EIOV L/DEL

Classified
AYN RAND - Interested in her phil of
obirativism, I am considering
founding a club it SJSU Leave
name & phone e for Dave at 35E-

Berke Breathed

Two
One
Days
Day
54 80
$3 90
3 I Ines
$5 70
4 Lines
54 80
5570
56 60
5 lines
$750
$655
6 Ines
E ach Additional Line Add $

Three
Days
35 25
$6 15
$700
$790
90

Four
Days
$5 50
$640
$730
S8 10

Five
Days
$5 75
56 60
Si 50
$640

Each
Extra
Day
Si 00
Si 15
SI 30
$1 45
Print Name

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10.14 Lines 570 00
5-9 ines 550 00
15 Plus t tr1PR 590 00
Phone 924-3277

Address

Clv

at (406)212-7021
SEWING AND ALTERATIONS Cearal
and evening wear. specializing In
weddings, formal. etc REASONABLE RATES, quality work In WIT
low Glen area call Merl. at 4405494
TSHIRTS for

fratemities

sororities.

clubs. business Custom screen
printing on thirls, sweets, ant
trickery Quality work al reason*
ble

rates

SJSU

niscounns

Cont.’ Doug Cl (4051)262-7377
Monray through Friday 3+0 PM
WRITING,

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Circle a Diminution
Announcements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale

lost & Founn

Stereo

Typing

Personals

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

Classified Desk Located Inside DBH208

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Stale University
San Jose. California 95192

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Jazz: Singers place second at festival

Have a seat

From page
place finisher piactwed ton a mere
two iii,iiiths
Aside from their success in the
standings at Fullerton. the gi4iLips receised additional lame in other
areas.
We were complimented by a lot
of people for being UnIqUe and enter
tai 0111g.’’ said group member Mark
Doyle. ’’Those are basically our ultimate goals when performing .
liecause of those characteristics,
the singers \Vert: chosen to participate in Music Fest USA iii Philadel-

phia on April 28.
Event though the group was the
second place finisher, it still received the invitation over (’Ski Long
Beach.
’’This is a pretty exciting time for
us. said group member Maryanne
Moore. "We’re only hoping that the
’s S. will help support us with some
funds to get to Philadelphia.
It will cost about $5.000 to send
the group east. West said.
He hopes that a big turnout at the
ensemble’s upcoming Spring Concert April 21 at 8:15 pin. in the

SJSU Concert Hall will help con
the A.S. to donate.
Tickets for the concert are S.3 for
students and $5 for non -students.
However, while the group has its
long-range sights set on Music Fest
USA. they are presently concentrating on nest week’s concert. Moore
said.
This concert gives us a chance to
be flnOre relaXed, Since there’s riot as
much pressure as in the competitions. she said. "Hut were basically here to perform for friends
and relatiNes

THE SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY
THEATRE ARTS DEPARTMENT
and

Metropolisare proud to announce
1 he Second Annual Pacific Rhn Film Festival Presenting

The Best Of

The Hawaii International
Film Festival
4 of THE FESTIVAL’S FINEST FILMS WILL BE SCREENED AT

CAMERA 3
(Al 11111CORNER01,2NDANDSANCARLOSI

Alyssa Jensen
1.isa Zamhetti and Richard Galli star in the SJSt
production of The Mary of it ime Frank." uhich
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I
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cueol here vihile they

’re Ill

the ineeting. Krah said the
should 4.1 Ilk eilllate on pi., \ri
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SCIA Ile tin
grain,

01 ttlitkatill.2 hind, hi!

The ,2cneial
The
hoard was against the ptoposal. is
only one &wool soled trir the [noposal. Ilse soled against it, :ind tour
abstained.
Amither public hearing on the
budget is scheduled to! Wednesday.

Bomb: Threats made
/
lion+ threat,
neralls "Lome in
spurts... accoidi lig 1,, 1,1) I I Shan_
non Malone%

FltIDAY, APRIL 14. 1989
I RI iroin JAPAN

Center

Meteorology: Funding
iglu to

Daily stal photographer

u ill he performed Saturday night in the University
Theatre.

He added that the threats V.ete the
first the department receised this semester

FrOM /WO

/

people who Ilk t: itt the II C,I
Th
called turn Ille
It/ help
fund an expansion ot the makeslutt
homeless sheltei at the National
Guard Antiors ttn Hedding Street to
keep it ripen sear wund.
The armois has been open to
house the homeless for the last two
w inters. but is closed during other
times ot the year.
’Would you ha e a big fans s
parts m your house it you’ kids %%ere
stars rue
asked pitql:SICI S
Choetiberg, in reference to the gala
opening

NG Al I
Life in a small, largely. Maori Limmonin,
1040s seems tranquil to a young Amami,r, urn
tin
tInt a public crisis becomes personal
makes a discovery about himself that will Lliange
the rest of his life.

less

FREE
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FREE

FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE
Just Walk In --- No Tickets Necessary

Suggested Retail

Everex T-Shirt
Only

$2,181.00
Offer Ends May 27, 1989

FREE

1. Macintosh Plus CPU*
2. Everex 20 Hardrive*
3. lmagewriter II
Printer*
4. Microsoft Word*
5. Hypercard*
6. Apple Care*
7. System Saver*

Not a bad deal when you consider
that you get a $2,348.00
Macintosh System* for free.

ALL ITEMS LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE
SERUICE

FREE

Buy an
Everex
T-Shirt
and get...

$395.00

Get Microsoft Word 4.0 Free when you purchase any of
our Macintosh Graduation Bundles.

REMEMBRANCE
Based on the direttor’s memo; cmii got, lop
up in a nual area of Japan, this I ilio locuses
on typical (and not so typical) esents in the
life of a junior high student in the calls I u5lis

IS OUR MAJOR.

Store Hours: Mon-Thurs 7:15 AM-7:00 PM, Fri 7:15 Am-5:00 PM, Sat 10:00 AM-4:00 PM, Sun Closed
Prices are for SJSU Faculty, Stan and Full Time Students only. Payments made by check, Visa, or Master Card must be in the name of the qualified SJSU buyer. Parent or Spouse.
Not good with any other offers. A limit of one system unit per customer. SPARTAN BOOKSTORE COMPUTER/ELECTRONICS DEPARTMENT 924-1809.

